Pakefield Monthly Monitoring Report
Submitted By: lucy.goodman_CoastalPE

Date & Time of Survey: October 28, 2020 1:40 PM
Time of Low Tide: 13:45
Height of Low Tide: -0.8
Reason for Inspection: Scheduled
Note: Monthly inspection of Pakefield's coastal frontage. Survey extent is from Grand Avenue in the north, where the
beach width increases and the beach cliff diminishes, to Pontins in the south. The purpose is to check signage, flag any
hazards relating to public health & safety, identify imminent risk to property, and to monitor geomorphological changes.
This report is used to inform CM decision-making and will be shared with the community. Inspections should be done
within +/- 3hours low tide with due regard to the weather and sea state.

Current & antecedent conditions: Spells of Wet and windy weather experienced for a prolonged period.
Gusts up to 50mph but largely from the South but with more westerly (offshore) component, thankfully.
Current Neap tide conditions moving towards spring tides this weekend, however no positive surge or
exceptional water levels are anticipated. More squally weather and showers forecast.

Beach cliff
Northern extent of beach cliff: The point at which the

beach cliff diminishes in to a uniform cross-shore beach profile
has crept north ever so slightly ~20m since last inspection (see
location right). This is judged against the static position of the
buried timber groyne pile. The cliff has been impacted by the
destructive choppy seas of late, but water levels have not been
excessively high. However, beach levels are relatively good.

Maximum height of beach cliff face: 1m – this is the

lowest it’s looked for a while, indicating intertidal accretion.

Photos of beach cliff:

Comments on beach cliff: The beach cliff is

still pronounced. Beneath Vista caravans and the
Chalets on ‘The Cliffs’ road the beach cliff has
receeded and is soon to merge with the main
vegetated cliff. Once this happens the erosion of
the main cliff face could endure. Despite recession,
the smaller trough to crest height of the cliff than
previous inspection indicates accretion of beach
material in front of the cliff.

Signage
Number of paces from warning sign to beach cliff edge: 8 (this is a decrease in distance of ~0.5m
from last inspection).

Condition of signage: Good and legible.
Placement could be reconsidered.

Image of signage: See SCC footpath closure

beneath ‘No Access to Cliff Top’ sign. See also the
‘Hazards Ahead’ sign on the beach in center of photo.

Comments on signage: Sign fine, but beach

cliff gradually receding towards it. Sign may need
repositioning after this winter.

Shoreline change
Impression of intertidal beach volume: Moderatley Higher
Photos of beach looking north:

Photos of beach looking south:

Comments on beach geomorphology: Beach gradient is fairly flat and uniform with no berms or cusps

creating a decent area for walkers and horse riders to use at low tide. Accretion is evident due to the
increased coverage of the concrete blockwork in the intertidal area. Despite recent stormy weather, wind and
wave direction have been fortuitous. The beach width remains narrowest to the south of Pakefield caravan
park, which forms the center of the embayment.

Risk to property
Comments on threat to cliff-top property: The threat is increasing. There are still 2 caravans within the
Pakefield Caravan Park site on the front line that need pulling back SOON.

Photos beneath 'The Cliffs' road:

Photos of cliff section beneath 'The Rosary': note the northward migration of active erosion at the

base of the cliffs. See recent fallen vegetation. The cliff erosion has now caught up with the beach cliff- so that
there is no vegetation left at the base of the cliffs beneath these properties.

Cliff recession
Impression of supratidal beach volume: Moderatley Higher
Change to northern cliffs: Beach cliff meeting unvegetated cliff face, Supratidal beach recovery, Severe

continued erosion of cliff face, Slumping, Active scree slope, New debris exposed on cliff face (pipes), New
vegetation at base of cliff.

Change to southern cliffs (section south of Rifle Wall): Evident cliff top recession, Supratidal beach

recovery, Active cliff erosion supplying supratidal beach material, Severe continued erosion of cliff face,
Natural regrading of cliff face, Slumping, Accretionary wedge at cliff toe, New debris exposed on cliff face, New
vegetation at base of cliff.

Comments on cliff recession: Although the sea has not undermined the cliff toe, sub-aerial processes are

still active on the cliff face, evidenced by the mass movement all the way along the cliff face from Pakefield
Caravan Park to the riffle wall. It has been a consistently wet and windy start to Autumn, which has lubricated
superficial material on the cliff face. PCP caravans and fence at increased risk – see photo below.

Photos of cliff instabilities:

Hazards &/or Debris
Images of hazards &/or debris:
Buried trailer at base of cliff is now mostly covered by gravel. Concrete blocks on foreshore showing increased coverage
by sand, also indicating accretion. Rifle wall trapping a lot of material on the north side but beach very narrow in front of
it.

Comments on hazards &/or
debris: Overhanging fence at Pontins

end (just north of Coast Watch tower)
see image right - could do with removal
before it falls on to beach. This is
landowner responsibility.

Inspection Follow-up
Share report with CM team and community. Reiterate threat to PCP caravans- unlikely to last the winter in
their current front-line position. Highlight the join of eroding cliff to beach cliff and implications of this gradual
continued recession towards ‘The Cliffs’ properties.

